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A History of Israel and the Holy Land 2001-01-01 in its entirety the story told here spans all of recorded history it is a story of momentous events and mighty nations of the birth of great religions and of foreign
conquests of longing and renewal the scholars who have produced this work have woven an engrossing continuous narrative out of the historical materials presenting a rich array of peoples and cultures from the
ancient hebrews and their neighbors down to the time of jesus and the roman wars and then on through the arab and crusader conquests the mameluk domination the long period of turkish rule british mandate and the rebirth
of israel an integral part of the story is the magnificent selection of photographs illustrating the land its sites its ruins and its treasures this expanded millennium edition of a history of israel and the holy land takes the
story into the twenty first century with a new and comprehensive survey of the state of israel from its establishment to the present day the new material includes a review of political economic and social developments in
israel and summaries of the country s wars and the peace process
The Banner of Israel 1881 israel s creation in 1948 was the fulfillment of an ancient dream for the persecuted jewish people the culmination of 75 years of zionist diplomacy and settlement and a disaster for 700 000
palestinian refugees this anthology examines the forces that led to the creation of israel and the unresolved issues that continue to rivet the world s attention to this small strip of land on the mediterranean sea
The Creation of Israel 2005 a snapshot of israel and the west bank in the 1980s through the voices of its inhabitants from the national jewish book award winning author of judas notebook in hand renowned author and
onetime kibbutznik amos oz traveled throughout his homeland to talk with people workers soldiers religious zealots aging pioneers desperate arabs visionaries asking them questions about israel s past present and future
observant or secular rich or poor native born or new immigrant they shared their points of view memories hopes and fears and oz recorded them what emerges is a distinctive portrait of a changing nation and a complex
society supplemented by oz s own observations and reflections that reflects an insider s view of a country still forming its own identity in the land of israel is an exemplary instance of a writer using his craft to come to
grips with what is happening politically and to illuminate certain aspects of israeli society that have generally been concealed by polemical formulas the new york times
In the Land of Israel 1993-10-31 the holocaust 1944 creation of the state of israel 1948 a paradoxical and overwhelming connection
The Standard of Israel and journal of the Anglo-Israel association 1875-08 what is a homeland when does it become a national territory why have so many people been willing to die for such places throughout the
twentieth century what is the essence of the promised land following the acclaimed and controversial the invention of the jewish people shlomo sand examines the mysterious sacred land that has become the site of the
longest running national struggle of the twentieth and twenty first centuries the invention of the land of israel deconstructs the age old legends surrounding the holy land and the prejudices that continue to suffocate it
the invention of the modern concept of the land of israel in the nineteenth century he argues not only facilitated the colonization of the middle east and the establishment of the state of israel it is also what is threatening
israel s existence today
The Return of Israel and the Hope of the World 2013 this carefully crafted ebook the kings of israel and judah complete edition is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents the kings of
israel and judah covers the vast history of the kings of israel and judah particularly of isaiah jeremiah ezekiel hosea amos micah habakkuk and zephaniah it also describes the local colouring the life and manners of the time
and the contemporary events in an easy to understand and engaging language a must read for all those who are interested in the mighty kings and kingdoms of the antiquity contents chapter i rehoboam chapter ii jeroboam
the first chapter iii abijah chapter iv asa chapter v nadab chapter vi baasha chapter vii elah chapter viii zimri chapter ix omri chapter x ahab chapter xi jehoshaphat chapter xii ahaziah of israel chapter xiii jehoram of israel
chapter xiv jehoram of judah chapter xv ahaziah of judah chapter xvi jehu chapter xvii athaliah chapter xviii joash of judah chapter xix jehoahaz of israel chapter xx jehoash or joash of israel chapter xxi amaziah chapter
xxii jeroboam the second chapter xxiii uzziah or azariah chapter xxiv zachariah shallum and menahem chapter xxv pekahiah and pekah chapter xxvi jotham chapter xxvii ahaz chapter xxviii hoshea chapter xxix hezekiah chapter
xxx manasseh chapter xxxi amon chapter xxxii josiah chapter xxxiii jehoahaz of judah and jehoiakim chapter xxxiv jehoiachin and zedekiah george rawlinson was a 19th century english scholar historian christian theologian
and was the younger brother of the famous assyriologist sir henry rawlinson
The Invention of the Land of Israel 2013-09-30 reproduction of the original are we of israel by george reynolds
The Kings of Israel and Judah 2023-12-15 tensions in the middle east are due to a number of reasons with the creation of israel being among them give readers a much needed survey of several lively debates relating to the
creation of the state of israel essay sources include the times of london the jerusalem post and the higher arab committee while essayist jamal el husseini argues that palestine should not be partitioned abba hillel silver
argues that palestine should be partitioned sequenced in the pro versus con format these essays will activate your readers critical thinking skills once seating reader s deeply in the debates personal narratives are then
shared by those living with the issues of disharmony between palestine and israel narratives include a student celebrating the dawn of the jewish state and a young immigrant who joins the haganah
Are we of Israel? 2018-05-15 for palestinians the 1948 massacre by irgun and allied stern gang soldiers of more than 200 residents of deir yassin a tiny village near jerusalem resonates sharply as a focal point of
history the resulting forced exile of over 750 000 palestinians in 1948 over two million scattered in a far flung diaspora today remains at the heart of the israel palestine conflict remembering deir yassin brings together
palestinians and israelis jews muslims and christians jewish theologians and palestinian priests to reflect on the fifty year legacy of deir yassin
Sketch of the History of Israel and Judah 1891 israel is a small country located in the middle east that has a rich and complex history it was founded in 1948 after the united nations approved the partition of palestine
which resulted in the establishment of two states israel and palestine israel is a parliamentary democracy and its government is divided into three branches legislative executive and judicial the country is led by a prime
minister who is elected by the knesset which is the israeli parliament israel is known for its diverse population which includes jews arabs druze christians and other minorities hebrew and arabic are the official languages of
israel and the country also has a strong cultural scene with a thriving film industry music scene and literature jerusalem is the capital city of israel and it is a holy site for jews christians and muslims as it contains
important religious sites such as the western wall the church of the holy sepulchre and the dome of the rock israel also has a strong economy with high tech industries tourism and agriculture being major drivers however
the country also faces challenges such as ongoing conflicts with palestinians regional instability and social issues related to the diverse population
The Creation of the State of Israel 2009-10-16 in the history of nineteenth century religious thought william robertson smith occupies an ambiguous position more than any other writer he stimulated the theories of
religion later advanced by frazer durkheim and freud smith himself was not an original scholar but was rather clever at presenting other men s theories within new and sometimes hostile contexts smith was an important
contributor to two of the most serious challenges to christian orthodoxy of the last century the higher criticism of the bible and the comparative study of religion and was also the victim of the last successful heresy
trial in great britain yet he was an utterly devout protestant whose views on biblical criticism for which he was damned are now considered as true as his views on totemism and sacrifice for which he was praised are now
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considered false despite smith s enormous significance for the history of religious ideas he has been written about relatively little and most of what we know about his life and work comes from a source almost a century
old originally published in 1882 the prophets of israel is a collection of eight lectures including israel and jehovah jehovah and the gods of the nations amos and the house of jehu hosea and the fall of ephraim the kingdom
of judah and the beginnings of isaiah s work the earlier prophesies of isaiah isaiah and micah in the reign of hezekiah and the deliverance from assyria a new introduction by robert alun jones discusses smith s early life the
heresy trial smith s early view of prophecy and the classic text itself the book will be of interest to students and teachers of religious studies and general readers interested in robertson smith
Remembering Deir Yassin 1998 menasseh ben israel 1604 1657 was one of the most learned and prolific rabbis in amsterdam s jewish community his 1650 work the hope of israel argues from scripture that messianic redemption
would not come to the jewish people until they were scattered to all corners of the earth and that only the return of the jews to england was needed to complete the dispersal translated into english in 1652 and here
with a new introduction and explicit notes this book aroused great interest and helped lead to the readmission of jews under cromwell in 1656
Introduction to Israel 1892 the history of israel goes back 4 000 years and conflict has dogged much of its past but todays headlines continue to highlight the israeli palestinian struggle and israels quest for peace even
so another struggle is quietly rampant within world jewry the fight to secure israels future offering a unique perspective on this issue the fair dinkum jew serves as an informative primer to show how the abrahamic
covenant is vital to israels survival author allan russell juriansz discusses the three great pillars of this covenantland torah and messiahand shows how israels only hope for security lies within these terms juriansz
breaks down years of jewish history to prove the relevance of judaism to jewish existence and future in terms of the abrahamic covenant he then discusses diff erent aspects of the arab infi ltration and occupation of
palestine and examines the current confl ict between jews and arab palestinians in terms of the post 1967 borders in addition he off ers potential solutions for peace that could possibly lead to stability within the middle
east the fair dinkum jew issues a stirring call for israels need to believe in and defend its political national and religious integrity
Anglo-Israel and the Jewish Problem 2017-09-04 the author shares his memories of the founding of israel and its first conflict with the neighboring arab states
The Prophets of Israel and their Place in History 1987 a timely reissue of lance lambert s classic book about the jewish people looks at the unique features of the land of israel and the city of jerusalem and examines their
history and the special relationship between the jews and the messiah
The Hope of Israel 1987 the value of peace in universal the arab israel conflict deserves peace as well the killings of innocent civilians in israel and its arab neighbors must now stop to every problem there is a solution
and this problem is no exception if all countries of the world will comply with all resolutions passed by united nations organization it will not only solve the problem of israel but many other problems as well judaism
christianity and islam are all religions of peace they are all based on the same fundamentals they are also collectively known as abrahamic religions all of them strive for the establishment of peace in the world in this
book is contained the ancient and modern history of israel an analysis of the beliefs of these religions reveals to us that a solution to the problem of israel is certainly possible islam is also a religion of peace just like
judaism and christianity and is in no way against the settlement of jews in israel in the present time
The Birth of Israel 2012-05-07 the pioneering autobiographical story of a british zionist in her fifties who moves to israel and chooses to live among 25 000 muslims in the all arab israeli town of tamra a few miles from
nazareth susan nathan s revelatory book about her new life across the ethnic divide in israel is already creating international interest at a time when middle eastern politics in many ways central to the current world
disorder have become mired in endless tit for tat killings susan nathan is showing by her own daily example that it is perfectly possible for jews and arabs to live peacefully together in a single community recognising their
common humanity the author s familiarity with the former injustices of apartheid south africa enables her to draw telling comparisons with the state of israel the increasing segregation of and discrimintation against the
million strong arabic population of israel is something she witnesses at first hand but in describing her experiences in tamra she is as observant of arab frailties as of jewish oppression written with warmth compassion and
humour the other side of israel is one courageous woman s positive life enhancing response to a situation in which entrenched attitudes lead only to more violence and bloodshed
The Fair Dinkum Jew 1989 a personal spirited and concise chronological timeline spanning from biblical times to today that explores one of the most fascinating countries in the world israel
Israel 1995 embark on an eye opening journey through the twists and turns of middle eastern politics with ten mistakes of israel this captivating book uncovers the key blunders that have shaped israel s path on the world
stage from its earliest days to the present ten mistakes of israel reveals the ups and downs of israel s relationships with its neighbors and the missteps that have affected peace efforts whether you re a history enthusiast
or just curious about global affairs this book offers an engaging look at the challenges and lessons learned along the way with easy to understand language and gripping storytelling ten mistakes of israel is perfect for
anyone keen to learn more about this fascinating topic grab your copy today and dive into a world of discovery where every page brings new insights and surprises
The Uniqueness of Israel 2007 the invasion of lebanon was the culmination of an extraordinary change which new zionism created in israel s foreign policy system this book first published in 1986 examines how new zionism
came to dominate israeli politics and it investigates the implications of this new ideology for the future of the middle east the author agrees that after the creation of the state of israel the belief system of the evolving
society gradually changed after the six day war the ideology of socialist zionism became increasingly discredited and replaced by the new zionist quest for eretz israel hardened by the harsh experience of the continuing arab
israeli conflict and enhanced by the threatening image of the enemy the political culture in israel became less tolerant and more receptive to the language of new zionism as a result begin s likud came to power in 1977 and
quickly changed the whole basis of israel s foreign policy instead of the cautious pragmatism of socialist zionism the begin government pursued the grand design that had enjoyed a long tradition in revisionist thinking
although general sharon was responsible for the actual conduct of the war it was the new zionist propensity to use military force to introduce a new order in the middle east which was responsible for the invasion the
book suggests that it is still too early to assess the full impact of the war in lebanon on new zionism although the war failed to validate any of the grand design tenets of new zionism the violent shiite response in
southern lebanon may serve to strengthen the new zionist hard line this could hasten the annexation of the occupied territories as the final stage of turning the state of israel into the land of israel
Israel 1989 why israel s greatest weakness is its greatest strength and what its supporters and enemies can learn from its success israel s critics in the west insist that no country founded on a single religion or culture
can stay democratic and prosperous but they re wrong in the promise of israel daniel gordis points out that israel has defied that conventional wisdom it has provided its citizens infinitely greater liberty and prosperity
than anyone expected faring far better than any other young nation israel s magic is a unique blend of democracy and tradition of unabashed particularism coupled to intellectual and cultural openness given israel s
success it would make sense for many other countries from rwanda to afghanistan and even iran to look at how they ve done it in fact rather than seeking to destroy israel the palestinians would serve their own best
interests by trying to copy it takes many of the most compelling arguments against israel and turns them completely on their heads undoing liberals with a more liberal argument and the religious with a more devout
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argument puts forth an idea that is as convincing as it is shocking that iran s clerics and the taliban should want to be more like israel written by daniel gordis the author of the national jewish book award winner saving
israel daniel gordis has been called one of israel s most thoughtful observers alan dershowitz and a writer whose reflections are consistently as intellectually impressive as they are moving cynthia ozick certain to
generate controversy and debate the promise of israel is one of the most interesting and original books about israel in years
In the Land of Israel 1957 f f bruce shapes the daunting complexities of israel s history into straight prose that sparkles with clarity this new edition carefully revised by david f payne includes new material and a revised
bibliography
Voice of Israel 2005 new york times bestseller named one of the best books of the year by the new york times book review and the economist winner of the natan book award the national jewish book award and the anisfield
wolf book award an authoritative and deeply personal narrative history of the state of israel by one of the most influential journalists writing about the middle east today not since thomas l friedman s groundbreaking
from beirut to jerusalem has a book captured the essence and the beating heart of the middle east as keenly and dynamically as my promised land facing unprecedented internal and external pressures israel today is at a
moment of existential crisis ari shavit draws on interviews historical documents private diaries and letters as well as his own family s story illuminating the pivotal moments of the zionist century to tell a riveting
narrative that is larger than the sum of its parts both personal and national both deeply human and of profound historical dimension we meet shavit s great grandfather a british zionist who in 1897 visited the holy land
on a thomas cook tour and understood that it was the way of the future for his people the idealist young farmer who bought land from his arab neighbor in the 1920s to grow the jaffa oranges that would create
palestine s booming economy the visionary youth group leader who in the 1940s transformed masada from the neglected ruins of an extremist sect into a powerful symbol for zionism the palestinian who as a young man in
1948 was driven with his family from his home during the expulsion from lydda the immigrant orphans of europe s holocaust who took on menial work and focused on raising their children to become the leaders of the new
state the pragmatic engineer who was instrumental in developing israel s nuclear program in the 1960s in the only interview he ever gave the zealous religious zionists who started the settler movement in the 1970s the
dot com entrepreneurs and young men and women behind tel aviv s booming club scene and today s architects of israel s foreign policy with iran whose nuclear threat looms ominously over the tiny country as it examines
the complexities and contradictions of the israeli condition my promised land asks difficult but important questions why did israel come to be how did it come to be can israel survive culminating with an analysis of the
issues and threats that israel is currently facing my promised land uses the defining events of the past to shed new light on the present the result is a landmark portrait of a small vibrant country living on the edge whose
identity and presence play a crucial role in today s global political landscape praise for my promised land this book will sweep you up in its narrative force and not let go of you until it is done shavit s accomplishment is
so unlikely so total that it makes you believe anything is possible even god help us peace in the middle east simon schama financial times a must read book thomas l friedman the new york times important and powerful the
least tendentious book about israel i have ever read leon wieseltier the new york times book review spellbinding shavit s prophetic voice carries lessons that all sides need to hear the economist one of the most nuanced and
challenging books written on israel in years the wall street journal
The Other Side of Israel 1981 whose land whose promise is burge s personal exploration of his feelings about the crisis in the middle east put on paper to communicate with other christians who share the same opinions he
does and seek answers to the same questions he does questions such as how do i embrace my commitment to judaism a commitment to which i am bound by the bible when i sense in my deepest being that there is a profound
injustice afoot in israel how do i celebrate the birth of this nation israel when i also mourn the suffering of arab christians who are equally my brothers and sisters in christ how do i love those palestinian muslims who are
deeply misunderstood by all parties in this conflict book jacket
A History of Israel in Old Testament Times 2021-04-06 trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction
literature that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that trieste publishing has chosen to be part
of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled by
imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality
control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles
that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them the
experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of the finest quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste
books are purchased singly on demand however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire about our tailored bulk rates
Israel 2024-05-09 a thorough engaging account of israel s crucial role in 4 000 years of world history ideology religion and politics israel in world relations provides one of the most thorough and balanced resources
now available for understanding the issues in the middle east today with its emphasis on critical thinking respect for fact and logical thought it encourages readers to consider what qualifies as truth and it shows them
how to apply those criteria to the complicated and often emotional topic of israel among the challenging questions it addresses are the following what counts as history is the jewish claim that there was a temple in
jerusalem objectively justifiable is there such a thing as a jewish people are today s jewish people connected to the ancient israelites what is democracy can a jewish state be democratic why has peace been so elusive between
israel and its neighbors what does international law say about sovereignty over jerusalem are the land for peace and two state solutions practical strategies for peace between israel and the palestinian authority what
is a just war was israel s incursion into gaza in 2009 just what is the real israel human rights abuser or humanitarian nation the book shows why the answers to these questions are relevant to our understanding of
world relations and to our own personal identity
Ten Mistakes of Israel 2015-05-22 the real history of israel and the palestinians no history is so disputed as the history of israel some see israel s creation as a dramatic act of justice for the jewish people others insist
that it was a crime against palestine s arabs author david brog untangles the facts from the myths to reveal the truth about the arab israeli conflict in reclaiming israel s history you ll learn how the jewish people have
maintained a continual presence in the land of israel for over 3 000 years despite centuries of roman byzantine and muslim persecution how the romans invented the word palestine as a way to sever the connection between
the jewish people and their land and how subsequent conquerors doubled down on this strategy how modern jewish immigration to palestine did not displace arabs but instead sparked an arab population boom and the
largely untold story of how the leader of palestine s arabs collaborated with the nazis to murder jews in europe before they could reach their ancestral homeland you ll also learn why most of palestine s arabs never
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identified themselves as palestinians until after the 1967 war the extraordinary lengths to which israel s military goes to protect palestinian civilians and the high price israel s soldiers pay for this morality and how the
palestinians have on separate occasions rejected israel s offers of a palestinian state in virtually all of the west bank and gaza brog frankly admits to israel s sins both large and small but notes that in any fair minded
analysis these have been far out weighed by israel s commitment to western values including freedom democracy and human rights honest provocative and timely especially given rising anti semitism and the aggressive
delegitimization of israel david brog s reclaiming israel s history is the book for every reader who wants to understand what is really happening in the middle east
New Zionism and the Foreign Policy System of Israel (RLE Israel and Palestine) 1850 god israel and shiloh is a gripping biblical and historical saga about the land of israel and the jewish people after reading this book you
will gain a new understanding of both the religious and political perspectives of the jewish people who live in the biblical heartland of israel learn who the settlers are learn where and what is the west bank learn the truth
about the people who are often referred to as the chosen people and how it is that israel is a nation struggling with its destiny to be a light unto the nations god israel and shiloh is written with moving personal stories
psychological insights and compelling political commentary this book is about faith and struggle judaism and zionism woven around the special sacred site of shiloh then and now shiloh was the home and spiritual center
for many great biblical personalities including joshua hannah and samuel the prophet who appointed the first kings of israel saul and david the author david rubin writes about the heroic families living in and rebuilding the
biblical heartland of israel despite the obstacles in their path and tells his personal story of a miraculous survival from the bullets of terrorism
Israel and the Gentiles 2012-07-17 from exodus to the birth of jesus from islam to the crusades through the diaspora the recreation of the modern state of israel and 2018 s nation state bill israel and palestine the
complete history explains the overall israeli and palestinian story
The Promise of Israel 1997-01-01 this book provides unique insights into the profound religious and cultural issues underlying the increasingly ideological divisions within israeli society over the questions of territorial
concessions and the future character of the state it explores the significant distinctions between modern zionism a primarily secular nationalist movement modeled after the european movements of the nineteenth century and
the much older traditional jewish nationalism which is deeply rooted in ancient religion and culture dr sicker offers a concise overview of the 3 000 year intellectual history of jewish nationalism within which modern
secular zionism represents a relatively brief although immensely important interlude that may be entering its final stage as other more traditional religious nationalist concepts seek to take its place as the national
ideology of the state of israel an analysis of how jewish religious nationalism has shaped the history of the jews this book examines the national and territorial dimensions of classical judaism explains the survival of the
nationalist idea despite the repeated loss of independence and the exile of the majority of the people from their homeland and demonstrates how the nineteenth century religious reform movement sought to counter both the
growth of zionism and the resurgence of traditional jewish nationalism the book concludes with a discussion of the new ideological synthesis of judaism nationalism and the land of israel and its implications for the future
of the jewish state
Israel and the Nations 2013-11-19
My Promised Land 2003
Whose Land? Whose Promise? 2017-09-06
Sketch of the History of Israel and Judah 2013
Israel in World Relations 2017-03-20
Reclaiming Israel's History 2007
God, Israel, and Shiloh 1882
The Prophets of Israel and Their Place in History to the Close of the Eighth Century B.C. 2019-01-21
Israel and Palestine 1992-09-16
Judaism, Nationalism, And The Land Of Israel
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